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CAROLIN GARDENS COOP 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  
www.carolingardens.info 

 
Date:  Nov 01, 2022       

Present: Dennis Butler (managing agent /MA), Doug Condon, Chelsea Raffellini, Michael Almon, Pat Flynn, 
Muiris Dore, Jon Moreland, Jean Clancy, 

Absent: Niall Costello, Ying Yang,  

The meeting opened at 7:30 pm.  Minutes from the 09/06/22 board meeting we read and approved.  

Old Business 

 
1) The new exercise bike in the gym was damaged by a shareholder.  A repair/replacement request has been placed 

and we have a case number. Our equipment is under warranty. Manuals for equipment is on the bookcase. Walmart 
has agreed to refund the cost of the bike. We do not need to return the bike. The gym committee will work on fixing 
the current bike and utilizing the money for the gym. $250 credit issued. Pending purchase of additional gym 
equipment.  

 
2) Leak in A 34 was repaired. Any cosmetic issues will be repaired. MA following up. Roof repair for ( $,700) A24 

Pending.  
 
3) The insurance company has requested we install emergency exit lighting in order to keep our current policy. We 

have been given a few months to address the issue. We can consider shopping for alternate companies, though this 
requirement is becoming more common.  Muiris is investigating the possibility and cost of replacing the existing 
hall lighting fixtures for ones that have a built in backup battery (potentially part of hall renovation project.) Muiris 
estimates we need 42 new lights.  We are waiting for a price for the lights.  Expected range $100-150 per fixture. 
More research being done. Pending. 

 
4) A shareholder asked about the ownership of doors. The board discussed apartment doors.  The board voted to 

have the super check that everyone’s door is self closing and latches.  Notices were posted and the MA has 
reached out to shareholders. Additionally, the board voted that any door replacements must go through Wagner 
and Kelly and are subject to board approval to ensure both safety as well as uniformity. Pending. 

 
5) The board voted for an initial color palette for the hallways.  Muiris is working to get estimates for initial sample 

paint to determine final shades. The board voted to reimburse him for paint sample costs. Adjustments to 
shades will be made as needed. Pending. 

 

6) The board is keeping an eye on the hot water heaters and investigating the possibility of going tankless or 
combined tankless to avoid the constant replacement of water heaters. The MA is investigating option.  We can 
not put a tankless in with our current system using the other older tanks we have.  The plumbers 
recommendation of what we could do is change (at some point) to a 400,000 btu more energy efficient hot water 
heater and storage tank at an estimated cost of $30,000. The alternative is to keep the current residential hot 
water heaters and replace them as they break at a cost of 3-4k per unit. Monitoring.   
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7) The Coop property lease is expiring in 2054. Since many banks require a 30-year lease to issue loans, we have 
contacted our lawyer to begin the renewal process. This will require shareholder voting. Cost is estimated as $1,000 
for legal fees.   MA has a copy of the lease extension as well as the ballot.  In order to approve the lease, we need 
100%  voting of all shareholders to vote yes.  Voting can happen via email or regular mail. Notices and letters 
explaining the process and why it is important will be sent to shareholders and posted in halls.  Pending.  

 

8. The gates between B and C and behind E building were repaired.  

9.  A shareholder asked about the possibility of installing an electric stove and getting the proper wiring done to 
support the voltage. The short answer is yes, it should be possible.  A licensed and properly insured electrician 
would need to assess the box to ensure its possible at the location and provide a scope of work.  The electrician’s 
information would need to be submitted to the MA as well as the general scope of work.  A renovation request/fee 
would not likely be needed depending on the scope of work.  Contact MA if you plan to do this kind of work for 
further information.  

 
Treasurer’s Report  October  2022    
Income    $ 24,843.00 
Expenses    $ 16, 217.20 (insurance $3,673, $889 gas, water $ 3,997) 
Net                    $    8,625.80 
Bal. Brought Forward  $    6,691.07 
Balance    $  15, 316.87    
     	
Reserve Fund (Chase MM acct) $ 39,005.00 

                                              (NCB CD’s) $22,482.90 

 
 

The	meeting	ended	at	PM	8:28	

The	next	regular	board	meeting	will	be	on	12/06/2022	at	7:30	PM	


